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ABSTRACT
Modern computing systems employ significant heterogeneity and
specialization to meet performance targets at manageable power.
However, memory latency bottlenecks remain problematic, partic-
ularly for sparse neural network and graph analytic applications
where indirect memory accesses (IMAs) challenge the memory
hierarchy.

Decades of prior art have proposed hardware and software mech-
anisms to mitigate IMA latency, but they fail to analyze real-chip
considerations, especially when used in SoCs and manycores. In
this paper, we revisit many of these techniques while taking into
account manycore integration and verification.

We present the first system implementation of latency tolerance
hardware that provides significant speedups without requiring any
memory hierarchy or processor tile modifications. This is achieved
through a Memory Access Parallel-Load Engine (MAPLE), inte-
grated through the Network-on-Chip (NoC) in a scalable manner.
Our hardware-software co-design allows programs to perform long-
latency memory accesses asynchronously from the core, avoiding
pipeline stalls, and enabling greater memory parallelism (MLP).

In April 2021 we taped out a manycore chip that includes tens of
MAPLE instances for efficient data supply. MAPLE demonstrates
a full RTL implementation of out-of-core latency-mitigation hard-
ware, with virtual memory support and automated compilation
targetting it. This paper evaluates MAPLE integrated with a dual-
core FPGA prototype running applications with full SMP Linux, and
demonstrates geomean speedups of 2.35× and 2.27× over software-
based prefetching and decoupling, respectively. Compared to state-
of-the-art hardware, it provides geomean speedups of 1.82× and
1.72× over prefetching and decoupling techniques.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization→Multicore architectures;
Reconfigurable computing; Heterogeneous (hybrid) systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The “memory wall” becomes even more challenging in accelerator-
rich systems. From the perspective of Amdahl’s Law, as specialized
accelerators speed up computation, memory operations that supply
data represent a bigger portion of the runtime [53]. Workloads with
cache-unfriendly irregular memory access patterns are particularly
bottlenecked, such as those in the domains of graph analytics and
sparse linear algebra. Their irregularity arises from IndirectMemory
Accesses (IMAs) that require many off-chip, long-latency accesses
to DRAM. Software optimizations to reduce memory latency often
require increased code complexity and reduced portability, and can
incur overheads that limit performance gains [31]. Thus, hardware
innovations are necessary.

Table 1 shows much of the 40 years of prior work in latency mit-
igation of IMAs. One might think that these hardware innovations
are easy to include in real chips, but that is often not the case due
to complex core or cache modifications [9, 41, 54, 56], the need for
new ISA instructions [15, 43, 45, 55, 59], or excessive area overheads
per core [22, 62]. Moreover, deep microarchitecture changes are
hard to make in practice because of the verification burden. For
SoC integration, it is often easier to incorporate off-the-shelf cores.

These observations are not abstract for us; our exploration into
the prior work in latency tolerance started with the goal of fabricat-
ing a chip to efficiently process sparse algebra and graph analytic
workloads. Prior work has leveraged SMT and beefy OoO to hoist
accesses and thus mitigate the latency of IMAs [35, 45, 58]. How-
ever, we choose to use many slim in-order cores instead of a few
out-of-order (OoO) cores, because latter are generally not effective
for irregular memory accesses without additional specialization. In-
order cores with specialized hardware to handle irregular accesses
offer better performance density for our application domain [56].

Previously proposed latency tolerance techniques fall short ana-
lyzing trade-offs that arise from manycore integration or real-chip
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Figure 1: MAPLE is an area-efficient alternative to fetch irreg-
ular memory patterns. Each MAPLE can supply data for up
to 8 cores in parallel. For clarity we depict the two scenarios
of cores using MAPLE separately. The arrows are MAPLE
API operations (off-the-shelf cores can target MAPLE using
Memory-Mapped loads and stores). In decouplingmode, Core
1 runs ahead of time producing pointers to irregular memory
locations for MAPLE to fetch and store in one of its scratch-
pad hardware queues; Core 2 is consuming already fetch data
from MAPLE queue; For prefetching, Core 3 is using MAPLE
as a prefetching engine, scheduling in advance a series of
indirect accesses of the shape A[B[i]]; Core 3 can thus fetch
cache-averse patterns using MAPLE, and fetch regular pat-
terns using the memory hierarchy. MAPLE operations can
fetch directly from DRAM or from the LLC, as desired.

implementations, such as precise per-core area overheads or engi-
neering effort needed to verify such core modifications.

OurApproach:This paper introduces aMemoryAccess Parallel-
Load Engine (MAPLE), the world’s first taped-out NoC-connected
hardware thatmitigatesmemory latency and improves performance
without requiring processor tile or memory hierarchymodifications.
In this paper, we implement, verify, and evaluate MAPLE’s RTL,
integrated into an open-source manycore framework through the
NoC in a scalable, tiled, manner. Figure 1 highlights two scenarios
that leverage MAPLE’s specialization for memory latency tolerance
and timely supply of data to processing units. MAPLE supports
decoupling and prefetching techniques through its API. These are
not custom ISA instructions but regular load and store instructions
from user mode to read and write to a MAPLE instance through
simple Memory-Mapped IO (MMIO) (see Section 3).

MAPLE offers a flexible programming model that extends far
beyond scheduling a task to an engine that subsequently raises an
interrupt upon completion (e.g. DMA engines). Utilizing MAPLE’s
hardware queues enables decoupling of data-produce and com-
pute operations for latency tolerance. Previously, this fine-grained
supply capability has only been supported through new ISA instruc-
tions and deep microarchitectural changes [22, 49], which made it
difficult to adopt in practice.

Off-the-shelf cores can produce (store) data into MAPLE, and
consume (load) from it as if they were interacting with a software
queue, but with the advantage that MAPLE can transform the data
in between. Figure 1 shows how MAPLE can be invoked to fetch

irregular or IMAs and place the data into its FIFO queues for cores or
accelerators to consume from them and perform dense computation.

MAPLE’s scratchpad offers hardware queues implemented as
circular FIFOs. MAPLE performs hundreds of long-latency IMAs
in parallel, utilizing many slots in the FIFO queues, whose indices
are used to reorder memory responses. This provides memory level
parallelism (MLP) without the area overhead of IMA-dedicated
hardware on every core.

Our main innovation is the exploitation of the software opti-
mizations of decoupling and prefetching, while leveraging special-
ized memory-access hardware, without modifying the core,
ISA, or memory hierarchy, demonstrated with a real implemen-
tation. This work enables MLP in systems with area-efficient cores
(e.g. with small instruction windows or in-order execution), where
software-only approaches are ineffective. MAPLE provides hard-
ware assistance through an API and does not require modifications
of processor cores. Our API and hardware-software co-design are
compliant with Virtual Memory (VM) and SMP Linux, and support
scaling the number of MAPLE instances, as done in our chip tape-
out. Each MAPLE is individually protected through the core-level,
standard, virtual memory protection.

MAPLE’s API can be targeted by automated compiler passes
in which the original program is transformed through LLVM [30]
passes to offload IMAs to MAPLE. Alternatively, the API could be
targeted from the backend of a Domain-Specific Language (DSL),
e.g. GraphIt [67] or TACO [28], to overlap memory latency with
computation.

Unlike much of the prior work shown in Table 1, MAPLE can
be adopted in practice with little engineering effort. We demon-
strate this with its integration into an open-source manycore SoC
(OpenPiton+Ariane) [6] on its own tile. We measured MAPLE’s
effectiveness by evaluating prominent latency-bound workloads
on an FPGA prototype.

Our main technical contributions are:
• A HW-SW co-design that mitigates long-latency memory ac-
cesses through scalable specialized units that are integrated
into an SoC without core or memory hierarchy modifica-
tions.

• An API to program MAPLE units to timely supply data to
cores for various access patterns, which can be automatically
used by existing compiler passes.

• A full RTL implementation of MAPLE that supports virtual
memory and is programmed from SMP Linux. This imple-
mentation is formally verified and it is made open-source
with the publication of this paper.

We evaluate MAPLE and demonstrate that:
• Latency tolerance is possible without core changes; geomean
speedups of 1.82× and 1.72× over prior work in hardware
prefetching and decoupling, for latency-bound workloads
widely used for sparse algebra and graphs analytics.

• SW techniques alone are ineffective to mitigate IMAs with
slim cores; geomean speedup of 2.27× on FPGA emulation
using MAPLE over software decoupling.

• MAPLE is easy to integrate and area efficienct; over 6-stage
in-order RISC-V cores, MAPLE incurs just 1.1% area overhead
for each of the cores it can supply.
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Table 1: Classification of the hardware-assisted prior work on
IMA latency mitigation, based on the key features that make
the adoption of a hardware technique practical for SoCs.

Amenable for / Unmodif. Unmodif. Simple HW-SW
Proposed Technique Cores ISA Cores Co-design
HW DAE [21, 36, 49] ✗✗✗ ✗✗✗ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓

DeSC/MTDCAE[22, 55] ✗✗✗ ✗✗✗ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓

SW Pre-execution [35] ✗✗✗ ✗✗✗ ✗✗✗ ✓✓✓

Triggered inst.[43] ✗✗✗ ✗✗✗ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓

Slipstream [52, 54] ✗✗✗ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✗✗✗

HW Prefetching[9] ✗✗✗ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✗✗✗

Graph Pref, IMP.[1, 62] ✗✗✗ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✗✗✗

Programmable Pref. [3] ✗✗✗ ✗✗✗ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓

DSWP [45] ✗✗✗ ✗✗✗ ✗✗✗ ✓✓✓

Outrider [15] ✗✗✗ ✗✗✗ ✗✗✗ ✓✓✓

Clairvoyance [58] ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✗✗✗ ✗✗✗

SWOOP [59] ✗✗✗ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓

MAD [24] ✗✗✗ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓

Pipette [41] ✗✗✗ ✗✗✗ ✗✗✗ ✓✓✓

Prodigy [56] ✗✗✗ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓

MAPLE ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Over the last 30 years, many works have proposed techniques for
memory latency tolerance.With the increasing importance of graph
analytic and sparse neural network (SNN) applications, recent tech-
niques have focused on mitigating the latency of IMAs. These can
be coarsely divided into prefetching-based [1–3, 26, 62], streaming
multi-core / multi thread [41, 52, 57], and decouple access-execute
(DAE) [15, 22, 45, 49]. We accommodate these techniques in soft-
ware, with the transparent usage of our out-of-the-core specialized
hardware to increase performance.

This paper attempts to leverage the range of techniques pro-
posed in this field, both in hardware and software. It identifies four
key limitations to be overcome to democratize the access to
their benefits in modern heterogeneous systems: (1) Prior hard-
ware techniques modify the core microarchitecture, sometimes
even reducing its generality. Adopting such techniques also in-
creases the verification burden of already overloaded hardware
designers [20]. This is exacerbated in the context of SoC generator
frameworks [5, 8, 13, 60], where modifications to third-party cores’
RTL can be very challenging and limit their reusability. (2) Some
modern software techniques assume special capabilities from the
core, like OoO or SMT. This limits their usage, e.g. area-constrained
environments tend to use simple in-order cores. (3) Techniques
that rely on ISA extensions [23] or ISA-specific instructions have
limited applicability and portability problems, especially in the con-
text of heterogeneous-ISA architectures [7, 34]. (4) Hardware-only
techniques like Slipstream [52, 54] or hardware prefetching [1, 26]
often require costly structures for book-keeping, detection, and
prediction. Data movement is decisive to meet performance goals,
and often these patterns are known in software [10]. Leveraging

program knowledge, either extracted by a compiler pass or explic-
itly written (in the backend of a DSL) is key to delivering high
performance at a low area and complexity cost.

Table 1 classifies prior software and hardware approaches in
the extensive literature on latency tolerance of IMAs, based on the
four identified features for a technique to achieve ease of adoption,
software programmability, and performance in low-power, area-
efficient systems.

Decoupled Access/Execute (DAE): The DAE [49] paradigm was in-
troduced decades ago to overlap memory accesses and computation
without relying either on out-of-order execution or on prefetch-
ing unpredictable access patterns. DAE slices a program into two
parallel threads, the Access thread handles memory access and
address computation, and the Execute thread does computations.
Ideally, the Access runs ahead of the Execute by issuing memory
requests and enqueuing their data. In the meantime, the Execute
consumes the data from the communication queue to perform value
computations. If the access slice can run ahead of the execute slice
and produce all of the data required for computation, it can act
as a non-speculative perfect prefetcher. Among other decoupling
proposals [15, 36, 55], DeSC [22] builds upon DAE, introducing
compiler and hardware optimizations, so that loads with no further
dependencies on the Access side (whose values are used exclusively
by Execute) can be loaded in a side structure of the Access core
without stalling the pipeline. The biggest drawback of DAE, DeSC,
and all the prior-art in hardware decoupling is that it requires spe-
cific hardware changes for Access and Execute cores, limiting their
usage to those roles.

Our hardware mechanism is amenable to the decoupling pro-
gramming model. MAPLE provides a software API for decoupling
without modifying the core altogether.

In our case, any number of cores can be programmed to behave
as Access or Execute at runtime. MAPLE, as a memory access
engine, can handle many data loads in parallel by utilizing hardware
queues to track data for completed requests. This prevents stalls in
the Access thread if it is not capable of hiding latency (e.g. short
instruction window).

An important and substantial accomplishment of MAPLE
is its ability to support DeSC-style decoupling, but with off-
the-shelf cores. This increases the programmability of the system
to allow other latency-tolerance techniques while providing com-
parable performance (see Section 5).

Figure 2 showcases how our hardware-software co-design pro-
vides the API programmability of software decoupling while being
assisted by specialized hardware, to achieve MLP even with simple
cores. Since the Access thread is running on a core with a small
instruction window, shared-memory decoupling loses runahead
due to long-latency stalls of IMAs, and so the Execute thread stalls
waiting for the data to be produced. With MAPLE, the Access
thread only produces IMA pointers, which MAPLE will load asyn-
chronously to the core—in a highly parallel manner—and supply
data to the Execute in time. The performance gain of MAPLE for
decoupling is demonstrated in Section 5.1 against software and
hardware decoupling approaches.

Prefetching IMAs: This paradigm includes changes in hardware
and/or software. Recent hardware proposals [1, 26, 40, 62] have
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Figure 2: Memory transactions timeline of a decoupled pro-
gram running on a thin core baseline. The original program
(in red) has been sliced into Access (green) and Execute (blue)
threads, using a software API for decoupling. The figure
shows two executions targeting our decoupling API: using
MAPLE’s implementation (above the timeline), and using a
shared-memory implementation (below).

the drawback of core-microarchitecture modifications, and the of-
ten large and per-core area overhead of the structures needed
to predict access. Software techniques are a tempting proposi-
tion since they keep the core untouched and can leverage com-
piler knowledge. However, software prefetching incurs overheads
due to code-bloating—up to 8.5× the instruction count in inner-
loops [2]. Prefetching might thrash the L1 too with large blocks or
untimely data. To overcome these limitations, we use MAPLE as a
programmable prefetcher too. State-of-the-art software prefetch-
ing techniques can use our API to issue prefetch commands to
MAPLE, which can also decide the granularity and where to place
the loaded data (into MAPLE queues or LLC). Moreover, MAPLE
has specialized logic for IMAs which occur in loops, avoiding the
extra instructions needed for address calculation of prefetches.This
mechanism provides the advantages of software techniques,
with the enhanced performance brought by specialized hard-
ware for memory accesses.

CoreModels: Prior art has already characterized that OoOwithout
specialized hardware for memory accesses is not effective for our
domain [37, 41, 56]. Because MAPLE units are effective for irregular,
long-latency data (through decoupling or prefetching), this allows
the use of simpler and more area-efficient cores. Since cores either
consume from MAPLE or load regular-pattern data from the cache,
these cores do not require expensive reordering units (in OoO) nor
core-coupled IMA prefetchers. This pairing of slim cores + MAPLE
saves per-core area, which allows for larger core counts and higher
parallelism. We have seen the trend of manycores made out of slim
cores recently in academia [6, 17, 65] and industry, e.g. Cerebras
Systems [33] and Esperanto [19].

3 THE HARDWARE-SOFTWARE APPROACH
Our co-design offers a software interface to leverage MAPLE hard-
ware specialization. Its communication mechanism is amenable for
software pipelining and its programming model is easily extensible
to incorporate domain-specific access patterns or more memory

operations, e.g. data structure reshaping or Read-Modify-Write
atomic operations. In the scope of this paper, we showcase how
our co-design accommodates both software prefetching and decou-
pling optimizations, with enhanced performance due to specialized
hardware assistance.

MAPLE can achieve speedups similar to that of latency tolerant
DAE architectures, without requiring modifications to cores to des-
ignate them as Access or Execute. Instead, the DAE programming
model is supported via the API. When using decoupling API op-
erations, MAPLE provides the data communication queue, where
data for memory requests from the Access thread are enqueued
in order to serve the Execute thread. This allows us to offer the
latency tolerance of DAE through hardware that is outside the core,
unlike many prior hardware DAE approaches, which significantly
modify the cores to support decoupling.

Additionally, MAPLE’s connection to the interconnection net-
work eases its scalable integration, where possibly hundreds of
units could be connected to the SoC, each one supporting several
queues. The concept of queues in the API is a software abstraction
detached from the hardware queues. Internally, the API implemen-
tation can map hardware queues across multiple MAPLE instances,
if needed. A thread can communicate with any MAPLE instance
from user mode by having the OS map MAPLE’s associated page
(address range) into virtual memory, through Memory-Mapped IO
(MMIO). This provides access protection and transparent allocation.

Sections 3.1- 3.3 provide examples of how the API can be used
for different memory optimizations. Section 3.4 explains the de-
tails of MAPLE’s implementation and how its hardware-software
mechanism is fully compliant with virtual memory and requires no
ISA-dependent instructions.

3.1 Using MAPLE for Decoupled Programs
The following list presents the API operations that emulate DAE
techniques. PRODUCE_PTR utilizes MAPLE to load data and thus
reduce the Access thread burden, especially on accesses with poor
cache locality.

• INIT(queues): Initializes the queues for a program.
• OPEN/CLOSE(id): Opens exclusive communication with a
queue, or closes such a connection.

• PRODUCE (id, data): Pushes data into a queue.
• CONSUME (id): Pops data from a queue.
• PRODUCE_PTR (id, pointer): pushes (stores) a pointer into
MAPLE, which will fetch its data from memory and write
the response into a queue in program order.

Besides these main operations, the API also contains functions to
collect performance counters and debugging.

Figure 2 shows an example of a decoupled code targetingMAPLE,
and the depiction of its runtime memory transactions. Figure 3 now
shows the hardware components of MAPLE that are involved in
this program and their interactions with the rest of the system.
MAPLE is connected to the Network-on-Chip (NoC) through proto-
col decoders and encoders, and thus it can receive/send operations
from/to the cores and make requests to DRAM and/or to the LLC.
MAPLE also manages hardware queues for data communication be-
tween threads, implemented as circular FIFOs, using its scratchpad.
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Figure 3: A high-level overview of MAPLE components in-
cluding the scratchpad (SP) storage that queues are sharing.
Numbers represent the steps of a pointer-produce operation
and the letters the steps of data-consume.

Figure 3 depicts the software-hardware timeline of a pointer-
produce (steps 1-6) and consume operation (steps A-C).

The Produce path works as follows: (1) It starts by doing a store
instruction where the stored data is the pointer to fetch. This store
is targeted to an address composed of MAPLE’s instance base ad-
dress, queue ID, and operation code; (2) The decoder identifies the
operation as a pointer-produce, and routes it to the produce pipeline
where it will reserve an entry in the corresponding queue; (3) The
pointer (virtual address) is first translated into a physical address
in MAPLE’s MMU, and the data associated with that address is
requested from DRAM, using as the transaction ID the index of the
allocated entry in the queue; (4) The initial store request is acknowl-
edged to the Access thread which considers the produce as finished
and retires the store instruction; (5) The memory request reaches
DRAM which responds to MAPLE; (6) The response is decoded and
stored in the corresponding queue entry.

Consumes occur later in time than the data production provided
that the Access thread has enough runahead.This should be the
norm when using MAPLE, since the Access is not stalled and the
hardware queues are big enough to hold the data fetched in advance.

The Consume path works as follows: (A) The execute thread gen-
erates a consume operation—implemented in the API as a load
request to MAPLE. Once the load reaches MAPLE, it is decoded and
routed to the consume pipeline; (B) If the queue specified on the
request parameters is not empty, it would pop the entry in the head
of the queue and return it as a response to the load instruction; (C)
The response reaches the core that is running the Execute thread
and the consume operation finishes.

Using MAPLE for decoupling brings software flexibility over the
original hardware DAE approach or state-of-the-art DeSC archi-
tecture. In our approach, Access or Execute are conceptual "roles"
taken by software threads rather than a hardwired core type, and
they can be determined at runtime. This enables dynamic reconfig-
urability for applications with different data supply and computa-
tion demands. Some might benefit from having multiple Execute
threads being supplied from the same Access thread, generating

    for ( i = 0; i < N; i++ ){
          // D is distance in number of iterations
          LIMA (A, B, ptr[i+D], ptr[i+1+D]);
          for ( j = ptr[i];  j < ptr[i+1];  j++ ){
                 res[j] = C[j] * A[B[j]];
          }
    }

Figure 4: Code example using MAPLE for prefetches of tight
Loops of IMAs (LIMA). This avoids the code bloat problem of
software prefetching. MAPLE can issue prefetches that place
the data in the LLC (speculative, shown here) or into MAPLE
queues (non-speculative). The IMA is marked in red and the
cache-friendly access is marked in green.

an asymmetric decoupling relation. This is possible with MAPLE
(see Section 3.6), unlike with previous architectures for DAE, which
only scale in pairs of Access-Execute cores [22, 49, 55].

3.2 Using MAPLE for Prefetching
MAPLE’s API can also be used for software prefetching. Non-
speculative prefetching can leverage the aforementioned queue
management functions and PRODUCE_PTR to place all the prefetched
data into a queue within MAPLE. This is especially desirable in
the context of IMAs like A[B[i]]. Placing the data of irregular,
cache-averse accesses into MAPLE has a two-fold advantage over
placing it in the memory hierarchy: it prevents data from being
replaced if fetched too early with respect to its usage, and it avoids
thrashing the L1 cache with low-reuse data. Additionally, MAPLE
can prefetch into the shared LLC to support speculative prefetching
(PREFETCH(ptr)).

Software prefetching of IMAs within inner-loops incurs an in-
struction overhead to calculate the address of the target prefetch
and other book-keeping [2]. To remove that overhead, MAPLE
can prefetch Loops of Indirect Memory Accesses (LIMA). This is
targeted through API operations:

• LIMA (A,B,begin,end): It speculatively prefetches in hard-
ware A[B[i]] (or B[i] if A is 0) in the range between 𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛
and 𝑒𝑛𝑑 , into the shared-cache.

• LIMA_PRODUCE (qid,A,B,begin,end): LIMA version for
non-speculative prefetching, where the data is produced
into MAPLE queues, to later be consumed.

• PREFETCH (pointer): It speculative prefetches a pointer
into the Last-level Cache (LLC).

Figure 4 shows a code example of injecting LIMA speculative
prefetching. A single software operation provides prefetches for a
whole loop of accesses (details in Section 3.4).

3.3 Targeting MAPLE Automatically
Although one could use our API directly, we nevertheless believe
programmers need not directly code data movement. Instead, com-
piler passes or domain-specific languages such as TACO [28] (sparse
algebra) or GraphIt [67] (graph analytics) could use the API, as they
have knowledge about data structures and coherence. Recent auto-
matic compiler techniques already target software prefetching [2]
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 for (i=0; i<N; i++)  
    res[i] = A[B[i]]*C[i]
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Figure 5: Simplified compiler flow for decoupling. First, the
program is sliced into Access and Execute, then a LLVM pass
converts the IMA (in red) into PRODUCE_PTR and CONSUME API
operations targeting MAPLE. Finally, both slices are com-
piled down to assembly.

and slice decoupled programs [22]. Therefore, they could be adapted
to target API operations instead of ISA-specific instructions.

Figure 5 shows our adaptation of the compilation flow ofDeSC [22].
This flow slices the program into Access and Execute threads; loads
are transformed into PRODUCE and CONSUME operations. After the
program slicing, some loads no longer have dependencies on the Ac-
cess code (only on the Execute), and so the Access can produce the
pointer for MAPLE to load, PRODUCE_PTR. We evaluate using this
LLVM-based [30] automatic compiler pass in Section 5.2, showing
that by simply utilizing established compiler techniques, MAPLE
can be leveraged to yield significant performance improvements.

Automatic compiler techniques for prefetching could potentially
target the LIMA operation, thus reducing the instruction overhead
of software prefetching IMAs in tight-inner loops, but this is out of
the scope of this paper.

3.4 MAPLE Hardware Implementation
Figure 6 presents the microarchitecture of MAPLE. There we can
observe the breakdown of the aforementioned engine of MAPLE
into three pipelines and a queue controller.

The Configuration pipeline is used to create logical queues and
bind them to software threads at runtime. These queues are im-
plemented as circular FIFOs using a local scratchpad. Depending
on the program’s needs, one can configure to have fewer, larger,
queues, or many but smaller. There is an upper limit on the number
of queues per MAPLE unit, which is set as an RTL parameter at
tape-out, along with the scratchpad size. This pipeline receives read
operations when the configuration requires a response (e.g. queue
binding), and write operations when the configuration needs to
specify a payload (e.g. for the LIMA unit). This pipeline is non-
blocking as it needs to be available for software configuration of
the MMU and debug operations.

The Consume pipeline is solely used for cores to read data from
the queues.
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Figure 6: Microarchitecture of MAPLE: designed to maximize
MLP and area efficiency. The pipelines allow several con-
current operations, one per pipeline stage. The design has
separate pipelines to avoid deadlock situations (formally ver-
ified). The LIMA logic loads chunks of adjacent data (B[i])
and performs pointer indirection for each word by internally
feeding pointers (A[B[i]]) into the Produce path.

The Produce pipeline receives store instruction from the cores
where the payload contains either data or a pointer to fetch. Pro-
duces are processed in several stages: First, the transaction is buffered.
In the case of a pointer, the virtual address is translated in the MMU;
second, a slot in the queue is reserved; third, either the data is writ-
ten into the reserved slot (data-produce) or the memory request
is issued to DRAM (pointer-produce) using as transaction ID the
queue slot index. Memory responses come in any order. We ensure
data is written in program order with the transaction ID.

The reason to have separate pipelines is to avoid deadlocks.
When a specific queue is full, the produce operation is buffered (no
overflow) in the first stage until an entry is consumed. Meanwhile,
operations to other queues can proceed without stalls. Consumes
work similarly, a load into an empty queue is buffered (no polling)
until new data is available to be returned to the core. Each pipeline
has a final stage to respond to the issuing core. This design was
verified with industry-level formal tools (Section 3.9).

LIMA operations fetch A[B[i]] for a given range of i. Once the
base pointers for arrays A and B are configured (virtual addresses),
LIMA performs TLB translation and fetches array B in chunks of
64B that are stored in the scratchpad. As soon as the chunks start
arriving, LIMA iterates over them word by word utilizing an offset
into array A to calculate the final address. Finally, depending on
whether the prefetch is speculative or non-speculative, it inserts
into the Produce pipe the equivalence of a pointer-produce or a
prefetch operation. Because MAPLE is ISA-agnostic, the prefetch
operations are not using ISA prefetch instructions. Instead, it sends
a network request to the shared cache, similar to how a private
cache would do.
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3.5 Virtual Memory Support
When a core requests a queue through the API, the OS maps a
free MAPLE instance into a page (MMIO). Thus, the core performs
address translation to load or store into the MAPLE address-space,
accessing that MAPLE context (control registers) in a protected
manner. Since this is a single page, the translation hits in the TLB
with no overhead. Because the data that is delivered to MAPLE can
be a pointer, i.e. a virtual address, it needs translation. MAPLE fully
supports virtual memory through its local MMU and TLB, to be able
to access any regularly allocated memory. MAPLE’s TLB is fully
associative and has 16 entries, the same as the cores’ TLB. Because
IMAs are irregular and often span different pages, TLB misses add
latency to IMAs. The total latency is mitigated by MAPLE with
runahead execution and memory parallelism.

Upon a TLB miss, MAPLE’s hardware Page Table Walker (PTW)
fetches the corresponding entry from the memory hierarchy. If
the PTW encounters a page fault (e.g. if the page is invalid), an
interrupt is raised, and the kernel invokes the MAPLE driver. This
driver reads the virtual address that caused the page fault (using
the Configuration pipeline) and maps it into the page table if valid
access. The device driver implements Linux’s callback function
for shootdowns, which are communicated to the MAPLE-MMU to
prevent stale entries.

3.6 Communicating with MAPLE units
Portable: General-purpose cores can communicate with MAPLE
from user mode through MMIO. This allows operations like Pro-
duce and Consume to, under the hood, use existing store and
load instructions, respectively. These are synchronous (not polling)
with MAPLE, i.e. memory instructions return once MAPLE ac-
knowledges them. The round-trip path is depicted and latency-
characterized in Figure 14.

Scalable: Since many MAPLE instances can co-exist in an SoC
(e.g. a tiled architecture), each one is accessed via a different physical
page. We leverage virtual memory translation to provide process-
exclusive access to MAPLE’s hardware resources and provide data
protection. This also allows a process to decide at runtime which
MAPLE unit to target. Aswe introduced before, previous approaches
[22, 23, 49] do not offer this software programmability of decoupling-
hardware resources, as these are tightly connected to specific cores.

Extensible:The fact that each unit’s control registers aremapped
to a page allows MAPLE to re-purpose the index of a word within
the page to distinguish operation codes based on bits 3 to 8. This
gives the API up to 128 operation codes, i.e. 64 for loads and 64 for
stores so that more operations can be included.

Core-Agnostic: The only capability MAPLE needs from a core is
having load and store instructions. Thus, it can communicate with
any off-the-shelf core and is not limited to non-speculative in-order
cores. Although not included in our chip tapeout, MAPLE could
handle speculative queue/dequeues from cores using transaction
IDs encoded in the lower address bits. A chip for different workloads,
where OoO cores are desired, could also integrate MAPLE units to
speed up irregular accesses.

Efficient:MAPLE has full access to the memory hierarchy, thus,
it can do cache-coherent loads from the LLC or non-coherent loads
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Figure 7: Integration of MAPLE into an OpenPiton tile.
MAPLE only needs to be connected to the NoC through its
parameterizable encoders and decoders.

directly to main memory (determined by the decoded operation-
code). There are advantages and limitations inherent to the idea
of offloading memory operations into a specialized unit. MAPLE
behaves effectively as a Private Local Memory (PLM) so that the
data inside the scratchpad has no coherence guarantees after it is
fetched. The compiler technique or DSL using the API should make
sure that the arrays loaded by MAPLE have no further writes to
them. This condition holds for the irregularly accessed array of
most of the graph algorithms studied, since updates often occur
only after an epoch barrier. Leveraging conditions known at the
software level allows MAPLE to use highly parallel and efficient
hardware.

We envisionMAPLE to be an easy-to-adopt and scalable resource
to include in an SoC. MAPLE speeds up workloads that do not
leverage traditional cache locality and benefit from a programmable
unit accessible from the memory hierarchy.

3.7 MAPLE Integration via NoC
A key feature of MAPLE is that it can be adopted by a system
without modifying existing hardware. It can simply be accessed via
the on-chip interconnection network (NoC). This procedure has
been followed for the 2D P-Mesh protocol of OpenPiton [8], which
is an open-source, tile-based SoC framework. Figure 7 depicts this
integration of MAPLE on its own tile via the NoC routers. This
integration has been evaluated on FPGA (Section 4.2) and the results
are reported in Section 5.1.

Ease of adoption: The integration of MAPLE with OpenPiton
took around a hundred Verilog RTL lines of code (LoC), which
demonstrates that it is easy to adopt. This contrasts with the 5K LoC
of MAPLE itself. This demonstrates the advantage of integrating it
as a reusable IP block versus building it from scratch. Moreover, the
integration does not require details about the underlying system
aside from the communication protocol. It is agnostic to ISA and
CPU internals.

3.8 Reusing MAPLE in SoCs
Deep microarchitecture changes are hard to take into practice be-
cause of the verification burden. Hardware designers are spending
about half their time doing verification [20], and trends [47] indicate
that the number and diversity of IP blocks per SoC can exacerbate
this burden. Several frameworks have emerged to make SoC de-
velopment agile and multicore [5, 8, 13, 60], by connecting highly
parameterized IP blocks to form a complete SoC design. Reusing
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IP alleviates the verification burden so that engineers can focus
on system-level requirements [4]. However, SoC generator frame-
works do not have a reusable hardware solution to the memory
latency bottleneck yet. Because MAPLE is agnostic to the ISA and
core model, it could even be included in SoC frameworks with
heterogeneous cores [4, 8] and hybrid ISAs [7, 34].

3.9 Formal Verification of MAPLE
MAPLE saves verification effort over the prior work in latency tol-
erance techniques. It is so because the verification burden is shifted
from the integration process to the decoupled unit. We invested
significant time to verify MAPLE’s correctness at the unit-level
to remain agnostic of the rest of the system and ease integration.
This makes MAPLE reusable without the verification burden of a
tightly-coupled integration.

The verification was conducted using industry-standard Sys-
temVerilog Assertions (SVA) [25] and JasperGold [12] and assisting
tools [42]. We followed a verification-first approach to save late-
stage debugging time and increase the confidence in creating a
verifiably correct design. We exhaustively tested the pipelines and
MMU interactions.

As a result of this lengthy process, we deliver a verified RTL
design for functional correctness and liveness. The quality metrics
provided by JasperGold give confidence in the goodness of the
assertions—they cover more than 99% of the MAPLE’s RTL.

After integrating MAPLE with the final system, we included the
SVA properties on the system-level simulation testbench. MAPLE
held correct, but our effort uncovered two bugs in the open-source
core interacting with MAPLE, which were communicated to the
maintainers. The formal testbench will also be included in the open-
sourcing of this project

4 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
This section first describes four widely-used data-analytic bench-
marks that exhibit memory latency bottlenecks due to IMAs. Second,
it provides details of the SoC prototype emulated on FPGA. At the
end, it describes the methodology employed for the evaluation over
the prior techniques and sensitivity studies.

4.1 Applications for Data-analytics
Memory latency bottlenecks of Graph and Sparse Algebra appli-
cations have been characterized several times in the last couple
of years [22, 41, 56] with over 60-70% of the runtime dedicated to
memory stalls.

Sparse matrices often contain few non-zero elements and there-
fore are stored in compact representations. Two of the most popular
representations are Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) and Compressed
Sparse Column (CSC). They both efficiently represent a sparse ma-
trix using three one-dimensional arrays to store the number of
non-zero elements of a row (or column), indices of non-zero matrix
elements within that row (or column), and the non-zero matrix
elements. Meanwhile, dense matrices are simply stored as one-
dimensional arrays, similar to the data arrays in the CSR and CSC
formats. Because they are dense, the indices of the elements can be
determined by knowing the number of rows and columns and do
not require information about where non-zero elements are located.

Sparse Dense Hadamard Product (SDHP): Performs an el-
ementwise operation, e.g. multiplication, between a sparse and a
dense matrix. Because the operation is performed elementwise, the
dense matrix is sparsely sampled based on the locations of non-zero
elements in the sparse matrix. This results in irregular accesses
to the dense matrix, as they are not predictable and therefore not
amenable to the cache locality. By decoupling the kernel so that the
Access can fetch the irregular memory accesses before the Execute
core needs their data, this performance bottleneck can be alleviated.

Sparse Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (SPMM): Performs a
matrix multiplication between two sparse matrices A and B in a
layer-wise fashion [39] to train a sparse deep neural network. This
kernel is parallelized in the columns of B, while intermediate results
are stored in a dense, temporary matrix.

Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication (SPMV): Performs ma-
trix multiplication between a sparse matrix and a dense vector.
Similar to SDHP, the dense vector is sparsely sampled according to
the non-zero elements of the sparse matrix, providing an improve-
ment opportunity for decoupling.

Breadth First Search (BFS): Determines the distance (number
of hops) from a given root vertex in a graph to all other vertices.
The traversal starts at the root and in each iteration, examines all
vertices in a layer-wise fashion to find neighbors that have not been
visited and require an update. Accessing neighbor data requires
IMAs.

Datasets: We evaluate these kernels using real-world networks
and synthetic datasets. SDHP uses matrices from SuiteSparse [18]
and a Kronecker network [32], BFS operates onWikipedia, YouTube,
and LiveJournal graphs, while SPMM and SPMV use synthetic
matrices from riscv-tests [46].

4.2 FPGA Emulated SoC System
As described in Section 3.7, we have integratedMAPLE’s RTLwithin
the OpenPiton framework [6], to characterize its advantages in a
real system. OpenPiton is an open-source tile-basedmanycore archi-
tecture, which supports multiple ISAs. We use RISC-V Ariane [63]
cores to demonstrate how latency tolerance can be achieved even in
simple, non-speculative, in-order cores which are commonly used
in area- and power-constrained environments.

Table 2 presents the SoC details as well as the parameters used
for MAPLE and the FPGA used for the prototype.

This evaluation demonstrates that our RTL implementationworks
on a potential SoC, emulated on FPGA, running applications on
top of SMP Linux (version v5.6-rc4). We evaluate the applications
and datasets described above, running single and multithreaded
versions with OpenMP [16] parallelization. The FPGA evaluation
highlights the performance speedups obtained by doing prefetch-
ing and decoupling through MAPLE, over the baseline of do-all
parallelism.

The evaluation compares the same decoupled program with the
API, using (a) a shared-memory implementation of decoupling; and
(b) an implementation targeting MAPLE to characterize the benefits
of our hardware-software co-design. Then, the evaluation compares
the latest prefetching techniques over using LIMA to fetch loops of
IMAs. For a fair comparison, prefetches are inserted in the code at
the best location known to the programmer.
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Table 2: SoC configuration for the full-system evaluation
booting Linux v5.6-rc4, including MAPLE (top); FPGA board
specification and prototype utilization (bottom).

SoC configuration OpenPiton + MAPLE

MAPLE Instances / Scratchpad Size 1 / 1KB
Core Count / Threads per core 2 / 1
Core Type RISCV64 Ariane 6-Stage In-O
L1D+L1I per core / Latency 8KB+16KB 4-way / 2-cycle
L2-size per tile (shared) / Latency 64KB 8-way / 30-cycle
FPGA board Virtex 7

Model XC7VX485T-2FFG1761C
Board Xilinx VC707
Core Frequency 60MHz
CLB LUTs Utilized 216831(69.9%)
DRAM Device / Size / Latency DDR3 / 1GB / 300-cycle

Table 3: Core and memory parameters of the simulated sys-
tem, to compare MAPLE over the prior work.

System Model Parameter Values

Core Count / Threads per core 2 / 1
Instruction Window / ROB Size 1 / 1, In-Order
L1D (per core) / Latency 8KB / 4-way / 2-cycle
L2-size (shared) / Latency 64KB / 8-way / 30-cycle
DRAM Size / Bandwidth / Latency 4GB / 68GB/s / 300-cycle

The related work has not provided RTL implementations. Since
implementing in RTL the related work that we wanted to com-
pare [9, 22] would take months, even for people with years of
industry experience, we compared against these in a simulator
and compared against software techniques on FPGA emulation.
The FPGA could only fit a MAPLE instance and two cores, so we
ran with scaling threads on the simulator as well (Figure 13). The
simulator-based evaluation of MAPLE over prior decoupling lever-
ages the automatic compiler program-slicing seen in Section 3.3.
However, this slicing was done manually for the FPGA runs, since
this was not yet incorporated into our FPGA flow.

4.3 Evaluation Against Prior Work
In addition to our real-system evaluations, which demonstrate a
significant improvement over the baseline, we evaluate MAPLE
over the latest latency-mitigation approaches, including DeSC de-
coupling [22] and DROPLET hardware prefetching [9], via system
simulation. To do this we leverage MosaicSim [38], a simulator for
heterogeneous architectures and hardware-software co-designs,
and model the communication queues used in MAPLE.

Table 3 shows the core model and memory hierarchy parameters
of the simulated system. We tried to match the simulator model
with the SoC configuration to prove the same premise, that MAPLE
can provide latency tolerance even for single-issue in-order cores.
This evaluation leverages DEC++ [51] compiler flow for automatic
code transformation of MAPLE-decoupling and DeSC.

4.4 Sensitivity Parameters to Characterize
MAPLE has many interesting parameters worth evaluating, like
the size of the queue connecting a pair of threads (determined at
runtime). For decoupling, this queue must be big enough to allow
the Access thread to run ahead and hide the memory latency so
that the Execute thread does not stall waiting for data. However,
the smaller the size, the more logical queues can share MAPLE
scratchpad memory. This size is closely related to the round-trip
latency between MAPLE and any given core (sets the throughput
to/from the queue) along with the DRAM latency, since it deter-
mines the runahead that is necessary. To evaluate the impact of
different queue sizes on the runahead between Access and Execute,
we study the performance counters provided by MAPLE through
debug operations when running on the FPGA.

It is important to characterize the round-trip latency between
cores and MAPLE, since it determines the cost of a data consume.
This latency depends on the memory hierarchy, the network, and
the placement of MAPLE unit(s). We first break down and char-
acterize this round-trip latency in the OpenPiton framework by
analyzing waveforms of an RTL simulation. Then, we study this
latency’s impact on performance by varying it as a parameter in
simulation.

5 RESULTS
This section first presents the performance results obtained from the
FPGA evaluation of our SoC prototype: It compares the speedups
obtained by decoupled programs (with and without using MAPLE)
over the parallel version of the original program; and the perfor-
mance of a program enhanced with prefetching over no prefetching.
The prefetching version is both evaluated using MAPLE’s API and
prefetching instructions. Second, there is a comparison against prior
hardware techniques, both for decoupling and hardware prefetch-
ing. Finally, it presents the conclusions from the sensitivity studies
and the area analysis of MAPLE’s RTL implementation.

5.1 FPGA Emulation of the SoC Prototype
Figure 8 compares the speedups achieved by decoupling Access
and Execute threads using MAPLE’s API and a shared-memory
implementation, over traditional doall parallelism on 2-threads.
The rightmost comparison shows the geomean speedup obtained
across all applications. Using MAPLE achieves 1.51× speedup over
doall and 2.27× over software-only decoupling. This demonstrates
that decoupling is not performant by itself in area-constrained
systems without MAPLE hardware support.

We also compare MAPLE against software prefetching with a
baseline of no prefetching for single-thread execution. We evaluate
MAPLE’s LIMA_PRODUCE operation, which places the prefetched
data into its hardware queues, from which the core consumes. Since
IMAs have poor cache locality, it is better to consume them from
MAPLE (as non-cacheable), and reserve the caches for regular data
accesses that exploit locality.

Figure 9 compares the speedups of prefetching IMAs in hardware
with MAPLE (using the LIMA operation), and conventional soft-
ware prefetching. The geomean speedup is 1.73× over no prefetch-
ing and up to 2.4× for SPMV. In addition, using MAPLE achieves a
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Figure 8: Speedups obtained with decoupling (1 Access and 1
Execute thread), normalized to 2-thread doall parallelism. It
showcases that decoupling only in software is not effective
on the in-order baseline without hardware support.
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Figure 9: Speedups obtained for a single-thread doing non-
speculative prefetching with MAPLE (using the LIMA oper-
ation) and conventional software prefetching, normalized
to no prefetching. It shows that placing the IMA prefetches
into MAPLE queues is desirable over prefetching into the L1.
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Figure 10: Normalized load-instruction overhead due to
prefetching using the MAPLE’s LIMA operation and soft-
ware prefetching, normalized to no prefetching.

geomean speedup of 2.35× over software prefetching, showing the
advantage of not bringing highly irregular data into the L1 cache.

Moreover, prefetching using MAPLE reduces the instruction
overhead of software prefetching since IMAs in a whole tight inner-
loop can be offloaded into MAPLE with a single LIMA operation.

Figure 10 presents the normalized overhead of load instructions
due to prefetching relative to the baseline with no prefetching.
Software prefetching doubles the number of loads, whereas MAPLE
slightly reduces the total number of loads. The reduction occurs
because the sparse IMAs are gathered inside MAPLE queues, and
if the data type is a 32-bit word (as it happens in SPMV), the core
loads two words at a time.

This evaluation has also collected hardware performance coun-
ters to measure the average latency of load instructions.
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Figure 11: Average clock cycles of load instructions. It com-
pares software prefetching and LIMA operation. It shows
that MAPLE prefetches are timely.

Figure 11 shows that usingMAPLE’s LIMAoperation for prefetch-
ing significantly decreases the average load latency to nearly half
(1.85× geomean reduction), thus demonstrating its effectiveness to
hide memory latency of cache-averse accesses. It is significantly
more effective than doing software prefetching into the L1 cache,
which suffers from cache thrashing due to the low spatial and tem-
poral locality of IMAs. Moreover, consuming data from MAPLE
queues avoids the premature replacement of prefetched data in
caches. These advantages are shown clearly for SPMV. Although
it is not characterized here, LIMA operations can complement
regular prefetching instructions, where MAPLE is targeted
for IMAs while regular access patterns are prefetched na-
tively. Since the compiler can automatically detect which accesses
are irregular [50], it could insert adequate prefetches.

5.2 Comparison against Prior Work
Figure 12 compares the runtime performance of MAPLE decoupling,
DeSC [22] decoupling, and DROPLET [9] hardware prefetching,
as well as that of traditional doall parallelism, for 2 threads. The
speedup result for each application is the geomean of the speedups
obtained across the datasets evaluated.

DeSC slicing is more restrictive than MAPLE decoupling, since
DeSC’s Execute (Compute) core does not have visibility into the
memory hierarchy, and all data is passed to the Access (Supply) to
be stored. This results in a loss of runahead for BFS, and thus DeSC
performs poorly compared to MAPLE. Decoupling in general is not
effective for the selected SPMM implementation, since the IMAs are
Read-Modify-Writes and cannot be decoupled. Unlike DeSC, we do
not propose a DAE architecture, but MAPLE supports decoupling;
if the compiler pass for program slicing cannot find an IMA, it falls
back to doall parallelism. In contrast, SPMV and SDHP kernels—
well suited for decoupling—achieve high performance with DeSC.
We pay a threshold latency for cores to communicate with MAPLE,
which is slightly higher than the architecturally visible, tightly-
coupled, DeSC queues.MAPLE supports a flexible alternative
toDeSC for decoupling, which does not constrain the architecture.
Despite no coremodifications, MAPLE achieves at least 76% of DeSC
’s performance for decoupling-friendly applications, and it presents
overall better performance. It achieves a geomean speedup of 1.72×
over DeSC and 1.82× over DROPLET hardware prefetching, and
up to 3× (geomean 1.96×) over doall for BFS.
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Figure 12: Speedup (y-axis) achieved with MAPLE, DeSC, and
DROPLET over the baseline. Decoupling with MAPLE and
DeSC use 1-Access and 1-Execute threads, while DROPLET
and the baseline perform 2-thread doall.
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Figure 13: Speedup (y-axis) achievedwith decoupling (threads
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scaling threads: 2, 4, and 8.
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Figure 14: Step by step breakdown of the round trip latency
of Core-to-MAPLE communication at the OpenPiton frame-
work. Latency could be lower if L1 requests would not pass
through the L1.5 cache. A lower communication latency
would incur greater performance benefits (studied in Fig-
ure 15).

5.3 Conclusions about the Sensitivity Studies
Figure 13 shows that our co-design scales well with an increas-
ing number of threads, maintaining the speedup achieved over
doall parallelism when scaling to 4 and 8 threads sharing the same
MAPLE unit for decoupling. More units can be employed for larger
thread counts in a tiled manner, conforming to a scalable system,
only limited ultimately by the chip IO.
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Figure 15: Speedup (y-axis) achieved with different core-to-
MAPLE latency values, to study the impact of communication
latency on performance.

When fetching data into MAPLE queues (decoupling or non-
speculative prefetching), the long latency of IMAs is reduced to the
consume round trip between the core and MAPLE. Figure 14 shows
the characterization of that latency for the OpenPiton SoC. This
latency is similar to the L2 access, 25 cycles plus a cycle per hop,
and an order of magnitude smaller than DRAM.

In a manycore mesh scenario, MAPLE instances are often scat-
tered across the X and Y tile axes so that MAPLE are near cores.
As explained in Section 3.6, MAPLE instances are mapped into
virtual memory, and a process could leverage the OS to minimize
the distance between the running core and any available MAPLE
instance, to minimize round-trip latency.

Besides evaluating the particular latency of the OpenPiton net-
work, we characterize in Figure 15 how the performance changes
with smaller and larger communication latency values. The number
next to MAPLE represents the average round-trip latency between
cores and MAPLE, in cycles. This demonstrates that speedups are
greater with a lower NoC delay.

We studied the performance impact of different queue sizes
and observed that performance remains stable while the queues
can hold enough data to hide latency. Although it is not shown
here, a queue of 32 entries—4 bytes each—was sufficient to provide
runahead without losing performance, while 16 entries caused a
5-10% decrease. With 32 entries per queue, MAPLE can supply data
for up to 8 cores with just 1KB of storage (256 entries).

5.4 Area analysis of the RTL Implementation
In our design, MAPLE synthesis including 8 circular queues sharing
a 1KB scratchpad represents 1.1% of the area of the single-issue
in-order Ariane [63, 64] cores it can supply, which are already very
area-efficient. Thus, the overhead of MAPLE compared to more
beefy cores would be negligible. MAPLE need not be per-core, and
thus its area can be amortized over multiple cores that use it. In
contrast, tightly-integrated prefetchers can increase logic delay,
core area, and cycle latency

Some prefetcher designs claim a low storage overhead (<1KB),
but their designs also contain FSMs, muxes, and combinational logic
whose area is not accounted for in their bitcount-based (storage)
estimates. MAPLE is the only technique implemented in RTL and
taped out, to our knowledge. While area overheads for IMP [62],
Prodigy [56] and other related works only count storage, MAPLE
overhead is calculated from the 12nm synthesis of our chip tapeout.
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6 ADDITIONAL RELATEDWORK
Since Decoupled Access-Execute (DAE) was originally proposed by
Smith [48], several hardware implementations have been proposed,
where data communication occurs through architectural queues
[21, 36, 61]. In these papers, DAE aims to hide memory latency
as a simpler alternative to superscalar processors. Later work ana-
lyzes the problems that arise from work imbalance between Access
and Execute [27] and loss of decoupling (LoD) due to control de-
pendencies [11]. Other work has envisioned Access and Execute
cores having multiple physical threads [44, 55], or even having
both Access and Execute as physical threads in the same core [15].
DeSC [22] introduces compiler and hardware techniques to avoid
LoD and large instruction windows, and a special buffer in the
Access core to host early committed load instructions. Memory
Access Dataflow (MAD) [24] introduces an engine optimized for
dataflow computation that is integrated with cores or accelerators
to execute memory-intensive portions of programs.

A limitation of these approaches is they require special ISA in-
structions to configure and use the communication queues.We over-
come this problem by placing the queues within the MAPLE tiles—
addressable through MMIO—allowing them to be shared among
several cores in a manycore architecture. MAPLE is capable of pro-
viding fine-grain data supply with the same programming model
as a native decoupling architecture.

Hardware prefetching has long been proposed to avoid cache
misses in regular access patterns [26, 40], but traditionally does
not work for IMAs. Recent proposals [1, 3, 62] achieve better per-
formance in applications dominated by IMAs, e.g. graph analytics.
Notably, Prodigy [56] introduces novel compiler techniques to fur-
ther assist the hardware. However, these approaches still require
modification of the core microarchitecture, which is a considerable
engineering effort both in design and verification. Thus, software
techniques for latency tolerance are a tempting proposition in terms
of ease of adoption.

Other hardware techniques like Slipstream [52, 54] and Trig-
gered Instructions [43], strive to separate data access and usage.
Pipette [41] is a hardware-software co-design that aims to gen-
eralize decoupling to a stream of stages that a program can go
through. However, the deep microarchitecture modifications of
these techniques limit their adoption in practice.

Software latency tolerance often uses compiler knowledge to im-
prove performance. DSWP [45] does automatic software pipelining
without speculation by utilizing a hardware-aided inter-thread com-
munication mechanism; Clairvoyance [58] proposes compiler code
separation into Access-Execute phases, to leverage the wide ex-
ecution engines present in OoO cores. However, these software
techniques rely on expensive hardware structures (RoB and LSQ)
to maintain large instruction windows. As an alternative to this,
SWOOP [59] introduces compiler techniques, with the hardware as-
sistance for context remapping—a novel form of register renaming—
to enable dynamic separation of Access and Execute phases in the
code. However, SWOOP requires microarchitectural changes of the
core, while MAPLE works with off-the-shelf cores. Our design does
not need the core to support large instruction windows since it
can achieve memory-level-parallelism (MLP) in an area-efficient
manner through MAPLE.

Helper threads avoid large instruction windows by using a sec-
ondary thread of execution to improve the performance of the main
thread [35]. This thread is either programmer [14] or compiler
generated [66]. Software prefetching has been shown effective for
pointer indirection [2], aided by compiler techniques to automati-
cally insert prefetches in the code. Helper threads and prefetching
are sensitive to timeliness and can cause cache thrashing if not
properly controlled, along with other problems like code-bloating
already described in Section 2.

Many of the latency tolerance techniques mentioned here
can co-exist or combine with MAPLE. For example, we envision
leveraging existing compiler techniques to target its API [2, 29].
This paper combines the advantages of software techniques, i.e.
leveraging program knowledge, and hardware specialization while
remaining ISA-agnostic so it can be widely adopted and extended.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper has introduced a hardware-software co-design for la-
tency tolerance that offers the best of both worlds: its flexible soft-
ware interface enables MAPLE to be automatically targeted by
compiler techniques for both prefetching and decoupling, and its
specialized hardware does not need ISA extensions nor microarchi-
tectural changes to the cores, which is key in today’s open-source
hardware renaissance.

We have demonstrated MAPLE gains on FPGA emulation by
running sparse linear algebra and graph analytic kernels on SMP
Linux. MAPLE provides significant performance improvements,
2.35× and 2.27×, over software-only techniques, and 1.82× and
1.72× geomean, over hardware prefetching and decoupling respec-
tively. Moreover, MAPLE provides increased programmability and
reusability over hardware-only approaches. The key for perfor-
mance/area efficiency is to benefit both from compiler-extracted
program knowledge and hardware specialization, while the key for
usability is to provide a generic, extensible software interface and
easy-to-adopt hardware.

We envision MAPLE’s VM-capable hardware and programming
model to be reused and extended by both the hardware and the
software community. For example, to do pipelining, where each
program stage is executed in a different off-the-shelf core or accel-
erator. We are open sourcing MAPLE with the publication of this
paper.
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